Axis offers

high-quality, all-in-one
network audio solution.
Axis network audio system:

All-in-one

Network cable

Network
PoE switch

Creates ambience for
maximized in-store
experience
“Shoppers make more impulsive
purchases when they’re
overstimulated.”
What kind of music do you
currently play in the store?
How would you adjust the music
and promotion messages in
different times in a day?
Ensure optimal communication
mix with targeted music and
announcements.

Engages audience
with the right message

Instant audio alarms
like digital “guard dog”

New technologies enable
broadcasting different messages
and music to single or multiple
zone(s), live or by pre-recording.

With integration of video and
sound together, your premises
will be protected with alarm
notification and announcements
when an intruder has been
detected.

Whether it is a school, a factory,
or a hospital, the all-in-one audio
system not only improves
administrative efficiency, it also
enables better communication
with centralized or personalized
message with just a click.

Audio systems are included as part
of the safety and security system.
You can now act promptly like a
real guard dog!

Proven cases with Axis audio systems

“The city is making an
important investment.”
Óscar Sumonte, Mayor
of the City of Concón.

Dubai Autism Center
Dubai Autism Center moved to a new
four story facility and were on the
lookout for an audio solution for general
announcements, paging and for
emergency drills. The solution operates
as both a single and segmented unit;
playing music in the guest lobby or making announcements directed at
staff moving around in the building.

Axis solution assists to alert individuals in
emergencies of natural catastrophe and
crimes.
The solution consisted of AXIS P5635-E
Network Cameras and AXIS C3003-E
Network Speakers.

Deter intruders in outdoor perimeter areas
Multiple manufacturing factories and
data centers in Asia integrated
AXIS C3003-E Network Horn Speaker to
its perimeter protection solution from
Axis. Whenever suspects are detected as
loitering or crossing a pre-determined
area, operators receive a notification
and can quickly verify the conditions of
the intrusion, and then use the mic and
speakers to make announcements to
warn and deter unwanted activities.

Make use of the audio systems at campus and retail stores
Engage people with centralized announcements or
customize personal messages to the right audiences
at the right place.
School yard

8:15 School start

GYM

9:21 - Jim to
principal’s office

Play the promotional audio clips on your preferred
time and right zone.

“Good morning
customers! ...”
“Help to checkout
counter, please.”

11:33 - Lockdown
exercise!

Hallway

!
Office

Classrooms

Talk to our Solution Partner:
Contact info/details here

“Today, special
prices on...”

